
REOPEN.

RECOVER.

RISE UP.
A  GUIDE  TO  SUPPORT  WESTERN  AUSTRAL IAN

MUSEUMS  &  GALLER IES  TO  REOPEN  POST -COV ID - 1 9

Th i s  ve r s i on  has  been  prepa red  a t  PHASE  3 .



Australian Museums and Galleries Association Western Australia
(AMaGA Western Australia) has developed this guide based on the WA
Roadmap advice to assist museums and galleries in WA to reopen and be
part of community recovery post-COVID-19.
 
The health of staff, volunteers and visitors is a priority as well as managing
your collections safely.
 
From the beginning of Phase 3 collecting organisations will be able to open
in their own time after making arrangements that align with the
Government guidelines and suit their staff, volunteers, and situation. 
 
There is no pressure to open before you are ready and AMaGA Western
Australia will provide support and advice to assist you to make the plans you
need to open safely and comfortably.  
 

Resources and links
have been provided

throughout to support
you to reopen.

Where possible,
advice has been
tailored to be as

industry specific as
possible, and

references are
provided to trusted

arts and culture
specific resources.

If you are unsure of the
current limitations or

restrictions, check the WA
Roadmap here:

 
www.wa.gov.au/organisation/
department-of-the-premier-

and-cabinet/covid-19-
coronavirus-wa-roadmap

Links have been provided to
State and Federal Government
advice throughout this guide
to ensure you can access the

most relevant health and
safety information you need. 

The  Western  Australian  Government ’s  COVID-19  coronavirus :  WA

Roadmap  announcement  for  restarting  the  State ’s  economy

identifies  a  4-phase  approach  to  get  people  back  to  work  and  l ife

safely .  It  has  been  developed  in  conjunction  with  the  National

Cabinet  principles  and  is  based  on  the  best  health  advice  for

Western  Australians .
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Disclaimer: This guide has been developed in
reference to the advice available at the time of
writing. All efforts will be made to update the
guide upon the announcement of new advice
from the Western Australian Government. 
 
Cover image: Wandjina artworks, Mowanjum
Art Centre, courtesy Tourism WA.

https://www.wa.gov.au/organisation/department-of-the-premier-and-cabinet/covid-19-coronavirus-wa-roadmap
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This guide has been developed to provide industry specific advice for museums

and galleries. Reopening and recovery will not be a straight-forward activity for

many organisations and it is fortunate that there is an opportunity to learn from

the opening of other institutions, business and facilities to inform how to

approach this. 

 

Before reopening, you will be required to read the COVID Safety Guidelines and

then develop a COVID Safety Plan that details how your organisation will

reopen responsibly and comply with State, Federal and public health authority

guidelines. 

 

It is the intention of AMaGA Western Australia that the following contents will

help you to consider your options and flesh out out a COVID Safety Plan

including a risk assessment, establishing timeframes or phasing for your

reopening, developing an operational plan for the short and long-term future

and celebrating your reopening and the community’s recovery.
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How can I track people for contact tracing?

Visitors are required to leave contact details to assist in contact tracing should there be

a confirmed case within your venue. 

 

You may want to recommend that people download the Australian Government
COVIDSafe app  downloadable from: 

www.health.gov.au/resources/apps-and-tools/covidsafe-app

 

Develop a visitor log, collecting the name, contact number, date and time of visit for
everyone who enters your premises, including contractors. Ideally this should be digital;

have your front of house greeter ask people for their details and record it on a

spreadsheet or digital form if you can. 

 

Other options include having people text their information to a mobile number or

including relevant fields in your digital ticketing system for bookings.

 

If you do not have a digital option, a paper form is acceptable. Be sure to provide hand

sanitiser and clean the table, pen and clipboard after each visitor.

 

The information must be treated confidentially and used solely for the purpose of

contact tracing if necessary. You must securely store this information and dispose of it

28 days after the State of Emergency has lifted.

What do we do if we suspect a visitor has a case of COVID-19?

If you are aware that someone with a case of COVID-19 has been in your

workplace, ring the COVID-19 Public Hotline 24/7 on 1800 020 080 and follow

the advice of health officials. 

 

Speak with the visitor at a safe distance to determine the likelihood that they

are unwell and if they should return home and self-isolate.

Refer to the COVID Safety Guidelines for more details.
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YOUR PLACE

Wayfinding, cleaning schedules and

interactives

How many people can I have in my museum or gallery?

A maximum of 100 visitors per undivided space.

up to a maximum of 300 visitors per premises (excluding staff).

Allow a minimum of 2 sqm per visitor.

The guidelines for social distancing are determined by the WA COVID Roadmap. 

As of 6 June this was: 

 

We recommend you regularly check the government guidelines for updates. 

 

https://www.health.gov.au/resources/apps-and-tools/covidsafe-app
https://www.health.gov.au/resources/apps-and-tools/covidsafe-app
https://www.wa.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-06/COVID%20Safety%20Guidelines%20Phase%203-Generic.pdf
https://www.wa.gov.au/organisation/department-of-the-premier-and-cabinet/covid-19-coronavirus-latest-updates


How can I safely manage visitor interactions and social distancing?

Refer to the Government guidelines regarding social distancing for the number of

visitors allowed in your space and clearly display and monitor this. 

 

You should write the maximum number of people you can have enter on your COVID

Safety Plan Certificate and display this on the entrance to your building.

 

Review your front-of-house rosters to ensure you have enough people to monitor the

number of visitors entering or leaving your space. 

 

If you anticipate that group bookings will be common, consider closing for general entry

during these bookings or allocating specific days or times for groups. 

 

If you are likely to have large numbers of visitors at one time, consider implementing a

booking system where visitors book their entry time in advance. This will help avoid

queuing and crowds and can be an easier way to gather contact details of visitors.

 

Establish and mark out one-way traffic through your space where possible. 

 

Use separate doors for entry and exit, or alternatively use bollards or ground markings to

delineate pathways. 

 

Reconfigure in-gallery seating arrangements to adhere to social distancing and remove

surplus seating.

 

Mark out spacing markers at gathering points such as around the information counter,

till or interactives. 

 

Have signage before your entrance encouraging visitors who are not feeling well to not

enter your museum or gallery. These signs can also encourage visitors to practise

physical distancing and to avoid crowding in your gallery. You can download signage

templates from the Department of Health.

 

Establish a safe seating/waiting area outside the entrance to accommodate visitors

waiting for others to exit. You could include a screen with information or signage to

engage people whilst they wait.

 

If you are likely to have queues of visitors waiting to enter, ensure you have clear 1.5m

spacing markers.
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How do we deal with visitors who do not want to follow our entry
requirements?

Calmly speak to the visitor and explain why you have implemented the

regulations.  Refer to Government guidelines and your COVID-19 Safety Plan to

ensure the visitor that the regulations have been put in place to ensure the

safety of all visitors and staff.

https://www.wa.gov.au/organisation/department-of-the-premier-and-cabinet/covid-19-coronavirus-wa-roadmap#phase3
https://www.wa.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-06/COVID-19-Safety-Plan-Phase-3-Generic.pdf
https://www.health.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/2020/03/coronavirus-covid-19-keeping-your-distance.pdf
https://www.wa.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-06/COVID-19-Safety-Plan-Phase-3-Generic.pdf


How can I safely manage hygiene and cleaning of public spaces?

doors and handles,

toilets (if regular cleaning cannot be maintained, consider                                   

 closing access)

point of sale and EFTPOS systems

counters and displays – including display cases, interactive displays, and touch

screens, (consider removing these if regular cleaning is not possible)

handrails - especially on stairs

phones

back of house or staff access only areas

Regularly clean and disinfect all surfaces that are frequently 

touched and establish a cleaning schedule that is to be 

followed by all staff and volunteers, and is visible to visitors. 

 

Pay particular attention to all high contact areas such as:

 

Safe Work Australia has put together a guideline for how to clean regularly used

surfaces. It provides details on best way to clean different kinds of surfaces and how

frequently:  

www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-05/cleaning-table-covid19-

26May2020.pdf

 

Review your opening days, hours or consider implementing timed-entry tickets to allow

for cleaning in between visitors.

 

Provide sanitising stations at the entry and by any interactives.

 

Have volunteers and staff complete a Hospitality and Tourism hygiene course to ensure

they understand cleaning standards. 

 

Designate a staff member or volunteer to be the Chief Hygiene Officer who is 

 responsible for checking procedures are being followed. 

What do I need to do to reopen my shop, retail space or cafe? 

You will need to follow the guidelines for hospitality and retail outlined by the Western

Australian Government - www.wa.gov.au/organisation/department-of-the-premier-and-

cabinet/covid-19-coronavirus-business-and-industry-advice 

 

Let people know if you have made changes to 

your pre-COVID opening hours and services 

with clear signage and communications. 

 

See further below in these guidelines 

for tips on promotion.
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https://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-05/cleaning-table-covid19-26May2020.pdf
https://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-05/cleaning-table-covid19-26May2020.pdf
https://hospitalityhygiene.com/
https://www.wa.gov.au/organisation/department-of-the-premier-and-cabinet/covid-19-coronavirus-business-and-industry-advice
https://www.wa.gov.au/organisation/department-of-the-premier-and-cabinet/covid-19-coronavirus-business-and-industry-advice


Reviewing collections on display  and                                                                                                        

in storage, documenting any changes                                                                                                        

with photographs and written reports.  

Reintroduction of environmental                                                                                                 

systems and monitoring devices

Reviewing or following up on loans  

Reviewing cleaning schedules and                                                                                            

quarantining.

For all advice regarding cleaning or reviewing collections prior to reopening AMaGA

Western Australia recommends you refer to ‘Closed by COVID-19’, a resource produced

by the Australian Institute for the Conservation of Cultural Materials (AICCM) specifically

for collecting organisations: 

www.aiccm.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Closed-by-COVID-19-version-1.2-

29Apr2020.pdf

 

Do not attempt to disinfect or treat 

collection items unless under the strict 

guidance of a certified conservator. 

 

You can find a list of accredited 
conservators on the AICCM website -

www.aiccm.org.au/find-a-conservator

 

For specific advice and contact with 

special interest conservators in our State 

contact AICCM WA Division President, 
Natasha Trenear: 
natasha.trenear@museum.wa.gov.au 

 

Consider the following before you reopen:

 

Review or develop processes for collections that are accessible to the public such as

libraries, archives or restricted items.

 

Consider implementing access by appointment only, visitor hygiene stations, and

designated viewing and returning spaces.

 

Australian Libraries and Information Association (ALIA) have prepared a Reopening

Checklist which has now been implemented and tested for several weeks. 

See their advice on reopening -
www.alia.org.au/sites/default/files/Reopening%20Libraries.pdf

Do I need to ‘deep clean’ my collection or displays prior to reopening?
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Collections and cleaning

WA Conservator, Vanessa Wiggin, at work at the

DFES Heritage & Education Centre stablising their

115 year old crest. 

https://aiccm.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Closed-by-COVID-19-version-1.2-29Apr2020.pdf
https://aiccm.org.au/
http://www.aiccm.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Closed-by-COVID-19-version-1.2-29Apr2020.pdf
https://aiccm.org.au/find-a-conservator/
https://aiccm.org.au/find-a-conservator/
https://aiccm.org.au/find-a-conservator/
https://aiccm.org.au/find-a-conservator/
http://www.alia.org.au/sites/default/files/Reopening%20Libraries.pdf
http://www.alia.org.au/sites/default/files/Reopening%20Libraries.pdf


How can I make sure my interactive devices, displays and children’s play areas are
safe to use?

Implement disinfection between users of audio guides or digital devices. If you cannot

guarantee this will happen, consider providing the content on your website or via social

media or enabling visitors to download it to their own device. 

 

Remove headphones from audio-visual displays.

 

If you need to prohibit access to interactives or spaces use clear signage and/or physical

barriers.

 

Introduce way-finding signage on the floors and wall mounted maps where necessary.

 

Single use visitor maps and handouts can still be used, however, you might want to

consider sharing this content online via your website or social media platforms. 

 

If you have been considering paperless initiatives, now is the perfect time. 

 

Review cleaning schedules for children’s areas to ensure you can provide adequate

cleaning of all toys, games, furniture and surfaces. If you cannot guarantee cleanliness,

consider closing the space or other ways to limit numbers in the space or access. 
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How can I make my staff and volunteers feel safe and comfortable returning to
work?

Ask staff and volunteers if they feel comfortable coming back in to work and involve

them in any reopening plans. 

 

Consider alternative working arrangements such as staggered working hours, changing

the days volunteers attend, or facilitating virtual volunteering for those who don’t wish

to return yet. 

 

Provide appropriate hygiene and personal protective equipment for all workstations

and people including hand sanitiser, tissues, hand washing stations and antibacterial

wipes. 

 

Establish guidelines for interactions between 

staff, volunteers and visitors. Ensure these 

are communicated to your staff and display 

them in a clear and obvious place for visitors 

to see when they enter. 

 

Prepare a list of Frequently Asked Questions 

with answers that you anticipate your staff 

may be asked; they can use this to refer to 

when visitors arrive and it can help them feel 

prepared to deal with most situations.

 

Arrange in person team or group 

meetings in places that have adequate 

spatial capacity or consider meeting outdoors. 
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YOUR PEOPLE

Staff and volunteers

There are clear government guidelines on physical distancing, hygiene procedures

and attendance records that can be followed to assist this. You may choose not to

reopen immediately for the health and safety of your people; in particular, many

volunteer-run organisations may find that a delayed or phased reopening is necessary if

there are ongoing concerns about personal safety.  

 

However, this may also be the perfect time to implement changes to your regular

opening hours that you had previously been considering. Use this as an opportunity for a

fresh start and make sure you let everyone know.

Wanneroo Regional Museum have introduced

acrylic screens to their front desk to protect

staff and help visitors feel safe entering the

Museum. 

https://www.wa.gov.au/organisation/department-of-the-premier-and-cabinet/covid-19-coronavirus-current-gathering-restrictions#social-distancing


Are there plans, policies, or procedures I should implement or update?

who is responsible for any COVID-19 related concerns or decisions, 

a clear communication system for people to voice concerns 

procedures your organisation will undertake if you are required to close again. 

when to stay home if they feel unwell, 

who to inform

how to let the workplace know. 

Develop and implement a Pandemic Policy outlining: 

 

A free, downloadable Pandemic Policy template is available for not-for-profit

organisations via the Institute of Community Directors Australia:

www.communitydirectors.com.au/policies/epidemic-pandemic-policy 

 

Review or implement strong, supportive, sick leave policies for your staff and volunteers.

This should include specific guidelines developed by your organisation with regard to

social distancing and hygiene including:

 

Review, or establish, individual volunteer agreements to ensure both parties are clear

about their responsibilities, accountabilities and any changes you may need or want to

make. Guidance on respectfully managing volunteers can be found in the National
Volunteering Guide:

www.nfplaw.org.au/volunteers

 

Review your insurance to ensure your volunteers are appropriately covered. AMaGA

provides members with a discounted insurance scheme for volunteer involving

organisations – learn more by contacting the WA Branch Office at

WABranch@amaga.org.au
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Where possible and appropriate keep interior doors open to minimise touch-points. 

 

Unfortunately, some people may not be able to or interested in re-joining your

organisation. Succession planning may be a part of resuming your full normal

operations. See the Federation of Australian Historical Societies Succession
Planning Guide for advice on planning for new people:

 www.history.org.au/succession-planning/ 

https://communitydirectors.com.au/policies/epidemic-pandemic-policy
https://communitydirectors.com.au/policies/epidemic-pandemic-policy
https://communitydirectors.com.au/policies/epidemic-pandemic-policy
http://www.nfplaw.org.au/volunteers
http://www.nfplaw.org.au/volunteers
https://www.history.org.au/succession-planning
https://www.history.org.au/succession-planning
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How can I reassure the public that it’s safe to visit?

Display your COVID Safety Plan certificate on your front door – this will state the

maximum number of visitors you can have in your venue at one time.

 

Clearly display signage that is visible before people physically enter your space that

communicates how you are complying with Government guidelines, and what you

expect of them within your space regarding hygiene, interactions with other people,

social distancing, money-handling etc.

 

Update your website and any social media platforms with your reopening information.

 

Mail out advice to your audiences, members and stakeholders about your plans for

reopening and any changes you have made. 

 

For more details see Your Promotions further in this guide.

Visitors, contractors and suppliers

How can I let regular contractors and suppliers know what to expect when they
are working or delivering onsite?

‘Do you have any symptoms of cold, flu or other illness?’ 

‘Have you had contact with anyone who has been exposed to COVID-19 in the past

14 days?’  

Have you recently returned from overseas?’ 

Email suppliers or contractors your guidelines for reopening including times you’re

open, any changes to routine deliveries i.e. contactless payment or drop-off. 

 

Use your own pen, or a freshly sanitised one, when completing any documentation face-

to-face, and provide sanitising stations for those completing forms for you.

 

Ask contractors or work-related visitors to complete a Visitor Declaration Form prior to

entering your venue. This form should contain the visitor’s name and contact details,

and a series of questions such as: 

 

Responses to these types of questions will help you to determine if it is safe for the

contractor or work-related visitor to enter your museum or gallery. 

 

If they answer yes to any of the above, make it clear if you require them to take extra

safety precautions or leave the premises.

 

Information collected on Visitor Declaration Forms needs to be stored confidentially

and only be used for the purposes of tracing COVID-19 infections. 

 

You must securely store this information and dispose of it 28 days after the State of

Emergency has lifted.

https://www.wa.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-06/COVID-19-Safety-Plan-Phase-3-Generic.pdf
https://www.health.gov.au/sites/default/files/documents/2020/03/coronavirus-covid-19-keeping-your-distance.pdf
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One of our biggest audiences is schools; how can we continue to engage with
them if they cannot visit in person yet?

Modify current excursions to become incursions, travelling exhibits or outreach

programs that eliminate the need for schools to travel to your venue. 

 

When developing any programs, consider the need for quarantining and cleaning items

during and following the sessions. 

 

Consider investing in developing online offerings if you have not already. Virtual tours,

live-stream class ‘visits’, editable resources/worksheets and video-tutorial activities are all

the ‘new normal’ that students are used to. 

 

Recent online offerings have provided schools, in particular those in regional locations,

with unprecedented access to cultural resources. There exists an enormous potential to

expand on this. 

 

Consult with any schools in your area, or with whom you already have a relationship,

about what they might need or what might work for them. It is a great time to innovate

together if you can.

YOUR PROGRAMS

Schools and groups

If schools are willing and able, how can we prepare for their visits?

Allocate a specific day or days for schools

Restrict numbers by holding one session in the morning, one in the afternoon

Consider closing to the general public during school visits to control numbers in

your space

Reconsider or adapt programs that involve hands-on, interactive elements.

Follow guidelines from the Department of Education and the Department of
Premier and Cabinet regarding schools. 

 

It is important to consider that even as restrictions ease, excursions may not be a priority

and may not be financially viable to many.  

 

As with any visitors it is important to provide a safe, welcoming environment for both

students, staff, volunteers, and carers in both parties. All of the guidelines regarding

personal hygiene, gathering sizes, social distancing and contact tracing still apply. 

 

Provide schools with your COVID-19 Guidelines and any plans or procedures about

visiting well in advance. Produce a document that can be shared with teachers upon

booking an excursion that highlights protocols and expectations.

 

Limit the number of groups at one time to allow for social distancing and cleaning

routines:

https://www.education.wa.edu.au/
https://www.wa.gov.au/organisation/department-of-the-premier-and-cabinet/covid-19-coronavirus-education-and-family-advice
https://www.wa.gov.au/organisation/department-of-the-premier-and-cabinet/covid-19-coronavirus-education-and-family-advice


Visits from seniors, aged care homes and other community groups are an
important audience to my organisation; what might I need to consider for them?

Group visits from COVID-19 vulnerable audiences may face further delay in returning to

social outings.  

Many considerations listed above regarding schools will be applicable for these

audiences too, including consulting with organisers about their needs, reassuring them

of your Safety Plan and hygiene practices and adapting programs with hands-on

elements to allow for cleaning.  

 

Consider designated opening hours for vulnerable groups.

 

You may wish to consider reducing the number of people per group allowed, or split

groups to visit different sites or spaces.  

 

Outreach programs work equally as well at aged care facilities or community centres. 

 

Consider microphone/ voice amplification technology to compensate for physical

distancing.

When can we resume our regular public programs, events and activities?

This will depend on many factors including transmissions or new cases of COVID-19,

financial viability, Government guidelines, and public trust and willingness to interact

socially again. 

 

Conduct some scenario planning around the key events you run i.e. school holiday

programming, to determine the risk factors and how you might manage them. 

 

Consider how different influences might affect your plans and how you will manage

that i.e. if gatherings can increase/decrease again, or if your volunteers do not wish to

return. 

 

Survey or consult your audiences and stakeholders; they will be the best indicator of

how willing people are to participate and contribute to your ongoing recovery.
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Public programs - in person and online

Where physical access can’t be

managed within safe parameters,

consider alternatives such as digital

access. 

 

Collections WA is available for all

collecting organisations in WA to

showcase their collections online.www.collectionswa.net.au

http://www.collectionswa.net.au/


We want to build on our experience delivering online content during the closure
period – what can we do?

It is anticipated that many who have increased their digital participation during the

pandemic will continue doing so. Therefore, planning for ongoing digital content

delivery is important. 

 

Social media and digital communication have increased significantly in recent months

and it has become more important than ever to have a presence online. 

 

Take time to review what you have been doing over the last 6 months; if you have

access to statistics and data via Facebook, Instagram and your website, use this to

evaluate what people engaged with, what formats they responded to and if there is a

particular time your audience was active. 

 

Develop a plan for online delivery or a content schedule and allocate resources (people,

time, research) to making it happen. Thinking about what you want to share and how

frequently will make it easier to manage. 

 

Consider access and inclusion in your digital offerings. See this fact sheet from

Accessible Arts: www.aarts.net.au/resources 

 

Consider strategies that translate new online audiences into future visitors. For example,

develop two-phased activities for children, part one to be completed at home, part two

to be completed in the museum.

When can we resume our regular public programs, events and activities?

This will depend on many factors including transmissions or 

new cases of COVID-19, financial viability, Government guidelines, 

and public trust and willingness to interact socially again. 

 

Conduct some scenario planning around the key events you run 

i.e. school holiday programming, to determine the risk factors and 

how you might manage them. 

 

Consider how different influences might affect your plans and how you will manage

that i.e. if gatherings can increase/decrease again, or if your volunteers do not wish to

return. 

 

Survey or consult your audiences and stakeholders; they will be the best indicator of

how willing people are to participate and contribute to your ongoing recovery.
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https://www.aarts.net.au/resources/
https://www.aarts.net.au/resources/


How can we tell visitors that we are open and encourage them to come and visit?

Use social media to upload images and stories detailing that you are open and

welcoming visitors. Provide details about the steps you have taken to ensure visitors will

be safe to enter your building.

 

If you need some tips on establishing or managing social media platforms check out

the Royal Australian Historical Society's Social Media advice. It offers basic advice

that can be easily adapted to your organisation: 

www.rahs.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/2019-Conference_Social-Media-

Handout.pdf

 

Connect with local newspapers 

and radio stations to run stories 

about how great it is to be open 

to the public again.

 

Connect with your local Visitor 

Centre (if they're open) and other 

community or entertainment 

venues to cross-promote your 

openings. 

 

Speak with your local government 

officials about being included in 

their newsletters, website or mail 

outs about reopening. 

 

Install a new exhibition or unveil 

an item that has been hidden 

in your collection – entice visitors 

with something new and exciting 

to look at.
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YOUR PRESENCE

Promotion

The City of Greater Geraldton announced the reopening of

community museums in the Mid West via their e-newsletter.

http://www.rahs.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/10%20/2019-Conference_Social-Media-Handout.pdf
http://www.rahs.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/10%20/2019-Conference_Social-Media-Handout.pdf


How can we advocate for our needs during reopening and recovery?

It can be anticipated that the effects of the pandemic on the economy and society will

be felt for several years to come and it is important that arts and culture has a strong

and diverse voice during this time.

 

Communicate your experiences of the closure with the decision makers in your town

and region. It is important that the impact of COVID-19 on arts and cultural

organisations is acknowledged locally, as well as at State and Federal levels, regardless

of whether it is positive or negative. 

 

Share your experience with AMaGA Western Australia. In turn, we will share it with our

National Office who are informing Federal Government of the state of the sector during

the pandemic and recovery. Every museum and gallery voice is important and valid. 

  

Invite your local Member of Parliament, Councillors and other stakeholders to visit and

discuss your experiences and needs. Find out who your MP is and how to contact
them here: www.parliament.wa.gov.au/parliament/memblist.nsf/WAMembers  

Advocacy
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supporting funding submissions

advising on funding and engagement opportunities

recognising and protecting sites and objects of significance.

collaboration with arts and cultural organisations

employment of professionals in these fields at a local level

creative a culture of collaboration and consultation amongst organisations

direct financial support for your organisation

provision of long-term, low-cost lease for premises

access to physical and digital infrastructure

My museum/gallery employs_________ people in our community.

My museum/gallery spends________ each year on goods and services locally.

My museum/gallery engages with____visitors each year, including ___% from our town.

My museum/gallery educates______ schoolchildren each year through programming.

What are their expectations and needs from the cultural sector and how they see your

organisation within that. 
 

Ask them to recognise the value of arts, culture and heritage to the economic and social well-

being of the local community, and your organisation's role in this, by: 

 

How arts, heritage, and cultural priorities are integrated into local strategic planning through: 

 

How can they provide support and access to the arts including: 

 

Share with them the economic impact of your organisation: 

POINTS TO RAISE WITH YOUR LOCAL MEMBER OR COUNCILLORS

https://amagawa.org.au/contact-us/
http://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/parliament/memblist.nsf/WAMembers
http://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/parliament/memblist.nsf/WAMembers
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There is a lot of information here; where do I start?

 Read the Government guidelines on the WA Roadmap. 

 Complete your COVID-19 Safety Plan.

 Re-read these guidelines and determine what your organisation specifically needs

to do in order to reopen.

 Do a risk assessment to ensure conditions for all staff, volunteers and visitors are

safe and secure.     

 Review your experiences since January with your team.

 Use all of the above to develop a timeline for staged reopening and an operations

plan outlining how you will achieve this. It need not be hugely detailed but your

own Roadmap to Recovery is important.

 Celebrate your reopening! Everyone is looking forward to having you open for

business so celebrate with your visitors and local community.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

YOUR PLAN

CONTACT US

AMaGA Western Australia
A Shed, Victoria Quay Road

Fremantle

 

PO Box 224

Northbridge WA 6865

 

(08) 9431 8462

WABranch@amaga.org.au

www.amagawa.org.au
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